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Like and don’t like coin games 
Work in pairs. Play games from below (your own choice or the one or ones your teacher 
tells you to).  
 
Like and don’t like answer me coin game  
Heads = One point if your partner says “Yes, I do” when you ask a “Do you like…?” 
question 
Tails = One point if your partner says “No, I don’t” when you ask them a “Do you like…?” 
question  
 
Like and don’t like make me say yes coin game 
Heads = One point if your partner says “Yes, I do” when you ask a question about their 
likes 
Tails = One point if your partner says “Yes, he does” or “Yes, she does” when you ask 
them about other people’s likes (with no points for “I don’t know”) 
 
Like don’t like things in common coin game 
Heads = One point if you can find something you both like 
Tails = One point if you can find something you both don’t like 
 
Like and don’t like comparisons coin game 
Heads = One point for something that you like or don’t like and your partner feels the same 
about (= the same feelings) 
Tails = One point for something that you like and your partner doesn’t or that you don’t like 
and your partner likes (= different feelings) 
 
Like don’t like coin bluffing game 1 
Flip the coin secretly without your partner seeing what side is top 
Heads = Make a true statement about something you like or don’t like 
Tails = Make a false statement about something you like or don’t like (= a lie/ something 
that isn’t true) 
Your partner will then guess if what you said is true or not (maybe after more questions) 
 
Like don’t like coin bluffing game 2 
Flip the coin secretly without your partner seeing what side is top 
Heads = Make a true or false statement about something you like 
Tails = Make a true or false statement about something you don’t like 
Your partner will then guess if what you said is true or not (maybe after more questions) 
 
Like don’t like coin bluffing game 3 
Flip the coin secretly without your partner seeing what side is top 
Heads = Make a true statement and then a false statement about things you like and/ or 
dislike 
Tails = Make a false statement and then a true statement about things you like/ and or 
dislike 
Your partner will then guess which statement is true (maybe after more questions) 
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Like don’t like personalised guessing game 1 
Heads = Try to make true statement about something your partner likes 
Tails = Try to make a true statement about something your partner dislikes 
 
Like don’t like personalised guessing game 2 
Heads = Try to make a true statement about your partner’s likes or dislikes 
Tails = Try to make a true statement about the likes or dislikes of someone who your 
partner knows, e.g. their friend or their grandfather 
 
Like don’t like personalised guessing game 3 
Heads = Try to make a true statement about your partner’s likes and dislikes related to one 
of the topics on the left below.  
Tails = Try to make a true statement about your partner’s likes and dislikes related to one 
of the topics on the right below.  
 

Heads Tails  

Sports 
Foods 
Places 
Animals 

School subjects 
Fruit 

Colours 
Drinks 

Clothes 
Activities (= Actions) 

Music 
Vegetables 

 


